Abstract-For functional testing based on the input domain of a functionality, parameters and their values are identified and a test suite is generated using a criterion exercising combinations of those parameters and values. Since software systems are large, resulting in large numbers of parameters and values, a technique based on combinatorics called Combinatorial Testing (CT) is used to automate the process of creating those combinations. CT is typically performed with the help of combinatorial objects called Covering Arrays. The goal of the present work is to determine available algorithms/tools for generating a combinatorial test suite. We tried to be as complete as possible by using a precise protocol for selecting papers describing those algorithms/tools. The 75 algorithms/tools we identified are then categorized on the basis of different comparison criteria, including: the test suite generation technique, the support for selection (combination) criteria, mixed covering array, the strength of coverage, and the support for constraints between parameters. Results can be of interest to researchers or software companies who are looking for a CT algorithm/tool suitable for their needs.
INTRODUCTION
Software testing is the process of ensuring a software under test (SUT) performs as intended. Software testing techniques can be broadly categorized as black box, when test case construction focuses on functionality, or white box, when test case construction uses the internal logic and structure of the code. In this paper we focus on black-box testing, and more specifically on testing from a plain language specifications, which requires the identification characteristics of input and output parameters [1] . Various input parameter modeling and selection techniques have been suggested in literature (e.g., [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] ), and we primarily consider the Category Partition method [6] .
Category partitioning begins by identifying the parameters and environment variables of functional subsystems. Parameters are the inputs to the functional subsystems either by the user or some other functional unit. Environment variables are factors that may impact behaviour. These parameters and environment variables are then envisioned into categories, which are characteristics of the parameter (or environment variable) that are deemed important from a testing point of view. Each characteristic leads to the definition of so-called choices, which are equivalent classes, possibly using boundary value analysis, splitting the domain of values (implicitly) defined by the characteristic. Constraints can then be used to specify for instance that some choices from two different categories should always be used together, can never be used together, or can be used together under certain condition. The choices (at most one choice per category) are then combined to form test frames according to a selection criterion, while satisfying constraints. The test frames are then provided actual values to produce test cases: one test frame typically becomes one test case, although it is possible (though costly) to identify several sets of test inputs and therefore several test cases for a single test frame.
Four main selection criteria to combine choices have been defined [1] . With the Each Choice criterion, each choice in each category must appear in at least one test frame. With the Pair-wise criterion, an adequate test suite exercises each possible (according to constraints) pair of choices from different categories at least once. With the Base Choice criterion, a base choice is selected for each category. This is the most "important" choice for the category that is to be tested more often than other choices. A first test frame is created by using all the base choices, i.e., the base choice for each category. Other test frames are created by holding all but one base choice constant and using each non-base choice once for the one non-constant choice, while satisfying constraints. The All combinations (or N-wise) criterion ensures that all the possible (according to constraints) combinations of choices are exercised by the set of test frames.
When using Category Partition, the engineer's expertise is required to identify parameters, categories, choices and constraints. Once this is done, one can envision automating test frame generation, according to a selection criterion (e.g., [7] ), and test input selection. Automation is especially required when using Category Partition on a large SUT since such a SUT requires large numbers of parameters, categories and choices. In particular, the problem of automating the generation of test frames according to a selection criterion is akin to that solved by covering arrays in combinatorial testing. As a result, in this paper, we focus on Category Partition and simultaneously on combinatorial testing tools/algorithms for constructing test frames.
Combinational Testing (CT) which is rooted in the mathematical concept of combinatorics is used for the construction of combinatorial objects called Orthogonal Arrays (OA) or Covering Arrays (CA). CT can be broadly applied at two levels [8] : At the configuration level, system configurations are considered as parameters for testing e.g. operating systems, browsers, network protocols; At the input parameter level, the actual inputs to the system or subsystem are considered either in terms of actual values or in terms of partition of the input space as defined by equivalence partitioning.
The reader will notice we need two different terminologies. With Category partition, parameters are characterized by categories, which are split into choices, and choices need to be combined (one choice per category) to form test frames / test cases. In the CT domain, parameters have values and one combines those values (one value per parameter) to form test cases. We can establish a mapping between the two terminologies: categories and choices (Category partition) map to parameters and values (Combinatorial Testing). Unless otherwise specified, we will use the category/choice terms when the discussion is on category partition, and we will use the parameter/value terms when the discussion is on CT. We may need to mix terms, though without loss of clarity when one remembers the mapping.
A CA or an OA is a matrix in which columns represent the parameters and rows corresponds to the test frames. There are few differences in the features of OA and CA but for application in category partition, a CA is typically preferred for a number of reasons, including: an OA assumes that all the categories have the same number of choices, which is rarely the case in practice [9] .
Specifically, in the context of category partition, a test engineer would be looking for a CA generation solution that could support one or more of the following: different categories typically have different number of choices; choices are typically associated with constraints to enforce or prevent some combinations, or to ensure that a choice only appears once in the set of test frames; different selection criteria (see previous discussion) can be considered to generate combinations of choices. Contrary to other studies that compare the effectiveness of CA generation technologies either on the basis of theoretical bounds or on the basis of other criteria like the least number of test cases, we are interested in functionalities of such technologies and tools. This makes our work different from other surveys in the domain. We intend to use the tool/algorithm generating CA as a black box for efficiently generating combinations of choices obtained from applying Category Partition, on the basis of the requirements we mentioned above.
As further discussed below in section II, our search for such surveying information was not successful. We therefore decided to systematically identify and review existing CA generation tools/algorithms and compare them according to the above-mentioned objectives (among other things). We believe this comparison will help researchers and practitioners to analyse the tools and algorithms befitting to their needs, hence making our work a contribution to the domain.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II discusses related work. Section III discusses the protocol we followed to identify algorithms/tools generating covering arrays, while section IV discusses the comparison criteria we are interested in. Sections V and VI present results. Section VII discusses threats to the validity of our study. We conclude in section VIII.
II. RELATED WORK
Various types of CAs have been defined [10] . A (standard) Covering Array is typically defined as an array of N rows and p columns, N being the number of test cases and p the number of parameters, each one having v possible values, such that for every selection of t columns (t being called the strength of the array) all possible t-tuples of v values appear within the rows of the array [11] . A Mixed Covering Array (MCA) allows parameters to have various numbers of values [11] . A Variable Strength Covering Array (VSCA) ensures several strength values are achieved for different set of parameters [11] . A Constraint Covering Array (CCA) accounts for forbidden combinations of values, a.k.a., forbidden tuples [12] . A sequence covering array [13] accounts for sequence in which parameter values must be provided to the system under test, which is especially relevant when testing GUI-based software. For obvious reasons, these are the covering arrays we are mostly interested in, for use with category partition.
Other covering arrays include Error Locating Arrays [14] , Test Case Aware Covering arrays [15] , Cost aware covering arrays [10, 16] , Incremental Covering arrays [17] and l-Biased Covering array [18] .
We found papers [19, 20] which surveyed methods for generating covering arrays. These papers surveyed covering arrays generation techniques on the basis of size and time of generation of covering arrays. They however did not discuss extensively the tools or algorithms which supported a specific technique, the coverage strength or selection criteria. Other survey (e.g., [9, [21] [22] [23] [24] ) focussed on the techniques but did not discuss all the tools and algorithms supporting those techniques in detail. For instance they do not discuss support for constraints or higher coverage strength which is essential in our category partition context. The nearest work to our survey is by Rahman et al. [23] , who discussed various techniques, their strengths and weaknesses along with the coverage strengths they support. They also mentioned if a specific technique supports constraints. They did not extensively mention the tools or algorithms supporting a specific technique, the constraint handling and representation technique adopted by a tool/algorithm, the selection criteria supported by a tool. Furthermore, the paper only analysed six optimization-based strategies where as we have 75 such tools and algorithms in our survey. In other words we intend to provide a more complete picture than what can be found in the literature to date. There is only one research work [12] , to the best of our knowledge, which discusses the constraint handling support in tools/algorithms for nine tools whereas we discuss 32 such tools.
To summarize, none of the research work, to the best of our knowledge, surveys the tools and algorithms as extensively as what we report in this paper or compare them on the basis of comparison criteria which we outlined earlier.
III. SELECTION PROTOCOL
The steps for performing a systematic mapping study (SMS) or a systematic literature review (SLR) are [25, 26] : (1) Identifying research questions, (2) Identifying relevant studies, (3) Studying the selected work, (4) Charting the data and (5) Summarising and reporting the results. We followed the recommended steps by considering research questions (section III.A), establishing a precise procedure to identify relevant publications (section III.B), clearly stating publication inclusion and exclusion criteria (sections III.C and III.D), defining a publication comparison framework (section IV), charting and analysing the data (section V) and summarizing the results (section VI and section VIII). However, while following the above mentioned steps we deviate slightly in step (2), i.e., identification of relevant studies. Literature suggests relying on online databases like IEEE eXplore, Inspec, or printed literature for identifying the relevant studies where as we started from seven prominent survey papers and extended our search from there (section III.B). Our intent was to spend less time than a full-fledged SLR or SMS. As a result, we found many more papers (75 algorithms and tools) than any of those already published surveys, thus making our contribution significantly different, in a short period of time (about 4 months). In the following sections we dedicate a fair amount of space to the selection protocol with the intent to be as systematic and reproducible as possible.
A. Research questions
Recall that we are interested in using a CA generation technology to produce test frames in the context of category partition testing technique. We therefore identified the following research questions:
RQ1 B. Selection procedure The selection procedure we followed started from survey papers [9, [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] , which gave a fairly good idea regarding the techniques used for generating combinational tests (Covering Arrays). But since our objective was to search for available tools/algorithms which support each specific technique, we first looked at the tools/algorithms mentioned in those surveys. We searched and studied literature on these tools/algorithms one by one. We extensively reviewed the related work and result sections of these papers, searching for new tools/algorithms being compared to the first list of tools/algorithms. We repeated this process multiple times, recursively, until no new tool/algorithm was identified.
Further, to ensure that our list was as complete as possible, we also searched for tools/algorithms in the papers where the survey papers were cited. We further reviewed the thesis of various researchers [18, [27] [28] [29] , technical reports [30] , books [8] , websites (e.g., www.pairwise.org) and feature documents of various tools (e.g., ACTS, PICT).
C. Excluded papers
During the selection procedure we identified many studies which proposed an improvement over another existing algorithms, such as lowering the bound of CAs, but these papers did not have an implementation or much experimental results of comparison with other algorithms, and were not changing the essence of the algorithm to such an extent that our classification of the new algorithm would differ from that of the original. Hence these studies were excluded. Tools/algorithms based on Orthogonal Arrays (e.g., OATS, rdExpert, reducearray2, reducearray3) were excluded because of their limitations mentioned in the Introduction. Papers on other input parameter modeling technique e.g. classification trees (CTE_XL), Combinatorial testing for Software Product lines, Grammar based combinatorial testing, testing of compilers were also excluded. Algorithms/tools supporting prioritization of the values or parameters were also excluded. We have focused on literature only in English.
D. Included papers
We have included tools and algorithms which generate combinatorial test suite. We included tools/algorithms which support input/output relationships, distance based techniques for the selection of parameters and values. We have made an exception here regarding the selection of an algorithm named Distance Based Technique [31] . This work does not perform comparison with other tools but we have included it in our survey because it supports three selection criteria, coverage strength of 5 and is the only distance based technique which supports constraints. The basis of this inclusion is the variety in results.
The AETG's Web service [32] is based on the algorithm proposed by Cohen et al. [33] which was further improved by Cohen in [27] . For our review we will be considering the commercial tool AETG Web Service which is available online. ACTS [34] implements several combinatorial test generations algorithms like IPOG and IPOD [35] , IPOF [36] , IPOF2 [36] , PaintBall [34] and IPOG-C [37] which uses constraints, all being rooted in the In parameter Order (IPO) algorithm [38] . We decided to consider ACTS itself rather than all these improvements separately.
IV. COMPARISON FRAMEWORK
The comparison framework consists of various comparison criteria, derived from our research questions, we will use for comparing the tools and algorithms we selected (section III).
A. Techniques for the generation of covering array
Various techniques for generating covering arrays for CT have been proposed in literature. The construction of CAs are usually performed in two steps [8] . In the first step a set containing all the possible t-wise combinations is generated. In the second step the test suite is generated to cover all the combinations obtained in the first step. Both steps collectively are called the technique for test suite generation. Researchers have suggested various paradigms for the characterization of the test suite generation techniques. Grindal et al. [9] characterize techniques on the basis of the determinism of the generated output. They broadly categorized techniques as deterministic and nondeterministic and further into heuristic, artificial life based, iterative (test suite generated in iterative steps) and instant (test suite generated in one step) depending on the type of algorithm being used and how the test suite is generated. In this classification the categories however are not disjoint. For instance they have classified covering arrays as deterministic although an algorithm generating a CA does not necessarily produce deterministic results when they are generated using Simulated Annealing [39] .
Nie and Leung [21] performed an extensive survey and provided another classification scheme which classified the covering array generation techniques into greedy algorithms, heuristic search, mathematical methods and random method. It is interesting to note that, as reported by Nie and Leung, a technique may fall into more than one category: e.g., the hybrid techniques of Bryce and Charles [40] combines a heuristic search and a greedy algorithm to benefit from both techniques. We extended this taxonomy in this paper.
B. Test generation strategy
The algorithms for combinatorial test suite generation can be broadly categorized into Test based generation and Parameter based generation. An algorithm uses either a test case or a parameter as the building block for the generation of the test suite. In test-based generation, one test is build at a time such that the test covers as many t-way combinations as possible and hence spans over all the parameters. Automatic Test Case Generator (AETG) [33] falls in this strategy. Parameter based generation, begins with t parameters, makes a test suite for t-wise interaction and then adds more parameters to it. While adding new parameters new test (rows) are also added, often greedily, so that each addition leads to maximum t-way interactions in the extended set of parameters. This is the strategy of In Parameter Order [41] . The Algebraic Techniques which follow a recursive approach also use a parameter based strategy. The building block in a recursive algebraic technique is a smaller covering array, which is a group of parameters, and the larger arrays are obtained from smaller arrays [42] .
C. Selection Criteria
In a typical situation, exercising all the possible combinations of parameter values, i.e., t-way coverage for a problem with t parameters, is simply not practical or feasible because of the large set of parameters and values. Hence, it is important to select the parameters and values strategically so that their combinations can lead to a manageable set of test cases. In software testing, this is typically achieved thanks to test selection criteria, four of which have already been mentioned in the context of category partition: Each Choice, Pair-Wise, Base Choice and All Combinations.
Some authors have suggested other criteria [1, 9] in the CT domain:
• Uniform Strength Interaction or t-wise: This criterion requires that any combination of values belonging to t parameters should be combined at least once in the test suite. Here all the parameters are supposed to be uniformly integrated with a constant value t [43] . The Pair wise criterion previously mentioned corresponds to a uniform strength of 2.
• Variable strength Interaction or mixed strength interaction: This is an extension to the t-wise criterion that requires t-wise interaction among a subset of parameters and q-wise interaction among the remaining parameters [44] .
• Input output based interaction: Instead of exercising interactions of the complete set of parameters, this criterion is to split the set of parameters into (possibly overlapping) subsets that each contain the parameters that impact the value of one output parameter [45] ; a selection criterion like the ones previously discussed (the authors use the all combinations criterion but another criterion could be used) can then be used on each subset of parameters and results need to be combined to obtain complete test cases.
• Distance based criterion: the goal of the criterion is to select combinations of parameter values, i.e., test cases, that are as diverse as possible, diversity being measured as the distance between those test cases, for instance using the Hamming distance [3] .
• Random input criterion: This criterion selects a randomly chosen number of test cases and each test case is a random selection of parameter values. Although reporting on experimental work involving those criteria is not the purpose of this paper, we nevertheless would like to mention a few results. Grindal et al [46] observed that the Each Choice criterion supplied unpredictable results so much so that they were not very useful to the testers. Because of their nature, base choice and input output based interaction were able to detect different types of faults as compared to other criteria. Base Choice was observed to give better fault detection results when there were a limited number of choices per category that could be considered base choices; when this was not the case PairWise gave better results. Othman et al. [47] showed that Input output based parameter interaction gave better results in terms of cost (i.e., number of test cases) and ability to find faults than uniform and variable strength interaction. Others have found that the presence of constraints between choices heavily impacts the use of those criteria, including Base choice which, in some cases, does not exercise every single choice [7] . All these authors unanimously argue that it is difficult to generalize those results as they largely depend on the system under test.
D. Coverage Strength Support
The strength of a CA is the number of p interactions are exercised by this CA. B maximum strength of a CA generation maximum strength value of CAs gene algorithm as reported in experiments in Studying coverage strength support is increasing strength has been experimentally to fault detection [8] [30] .
E. Constraint Support
Constraints are limiting the constructi forbidding some combinations. One can dis environment constraints and system con environment constraint is an intrinsic char application domain, i.e., the parameters and is strictly forbidden, e.g., Linux OS can ne with Internet Explorer. A system constraint o is user defined (e.g., one user cannot select 10). Such a constraint can be enforced, for in the number of test cases and therefore cos instance to test the robustness of the system.
Constraints can be represented either as allowed tuples or formally specified w prepositional formulas or logical expression relational or arithmetic operators [37] [48] . A is a combination of parameter-values which in the final test suite. A single constraint can number of forbidden tuples [12] . In a t constraints are formally specified, not nece by the test engineer. Tools/algorithms which specified constraints are therefore more u that do not since in the latter case, the test e remodel the constraint input to transfo specification into a list of forbidden or allow
We recognized four mechanisms for han by the tools/algorithms. The first mechan constraint before executing a specific algorithm. This mechanism can be adop allowed tuples are given as input and can p the test generation algorithm. The second replace the invalid test cases with valid on suite has been generated using a specific tec third mechanism is to integrate constraint h CA generation algorithm with an ad-hoc pro mechanism is to integrate the selection according to constraints, to the algor combinatorial the test suite by integrating a S parameters whose y extension, the algorithm is the erated with this n the literature. 8] . An racteristic of the their values, and ever be combined on the other hand a value less than nstance to reduce st, or relaxed, for forbidden tuples, with the help of ns using Boolean, A forbidden tuple h can not appear n give rise to any typical situation, ssarily explicitly, h accept formally usable than those engineer needs to orm the formal wed tuples [12] . ndling constraints nism is handling test generation pted when only prevent changing mechanism is to nes once the test chnique [49] . The handling into the ocedure. The last of valid tuples, rithm generating SAT solver.
F. Support for Mixed Covering Arr
A typical software system will parameters and each parameter will same number of values. So a tool/alg support mixed covering arrays to c software system.
V. RESUL
In this section we will answer individually (sections V.A to V.F). combined in section VI. The algorithms/tools we selected by protocol, along with their raw comparison framework can be foun report [50] .
A. RQ1: What are the available too generating combinatorial tests?
The objective of this research available tools and algorithms in th testing using our search protocol. tools and algorithm is available in o [50] and is not shown here du However, in this paper we sim tools/algorithms are temporally dis Figure 1 . The categorization has be year intervals from 1991 (the ear 2014. Among the first tools for gen [51] , introduced in 1991, and based method [6] . In the next four years n then from 1999 onwards there has b number of tools/algorithms for ge for combinatorial testing. This clear of functional testing and a need to h 69% of the tools/algorithms have b eight years.
While searching for specifi observed that authors suggested im technology over the years while pro their new algorithm was doing be study an algorithm with multiple r the improvements the algorithm w way, and we considered the results o The complete list of 75 our online technical report ue to space constraints. mply discuss how the stributed over the years: een performed over fourrliest year we found) to nerating tests were T-Gen on the category partition no tool was proposed and been a constant rise in the nerating covering arrays rly marks the importance have an optimal test suite. been proposed in the last ic tools/algorithms we mprovements to their own oving experimentally that etter than before. In our references corresponds to went through, along the of the latest upgrade. [19] .
The generation of a combinatorial t optimization problem and Meta-heuristic tec used to solve it. These techniques can algorithms e.g. Genetic Algorithms or n algorithms e.g. Particle Swarm Optimizati standard known optimization algorithms. Su searches the neighbourhood of a solution a fit. The algorithm starts from a pre existing and, after performing a series of transforma test suite that has a minimum number of tes uncovered tuples. A heuristic search suc Annealing produces smaller sets than a gree takes more time to execute [52] . The variou techniques we identified and are used covering arrays are Hill Climbing, Simu Tabu Search, Genetic Algorithm, Ant Colo Partial Swarm Algorithm, Harmony S optimization and Great Flood.
The category of Adaptive random or a contains two types of techniques. Adaptive algorithm that relies on a measure of dista parameter values, e.g., using the Hamm generate the test suite that are maximally another (e.g., [53] , [31] ). The set of ad contains those which are not using an techniques. An ad-hoc approach typically cases randomly or on the basis of some i (e.g., [54] , [55] ).
Hybrid approaches were also proposed b achieve better and optimal results. The o combining techniques is to reduce the size time of the CA and increase the coverage an detection. For instance, Bryce et al. [40] [42] . The applicabil is limited because they impose re configurations which they can ac usually an extension to the algorit [8] . Figure 2 shows that, out of these 40 (53%) used a greedy approach combinatorial test suite, 13 (17% Meta heuristic techniques, 5 (6%) t to the category of Adaptive random (8%) tools/algorithms which used a combining a greedy technique and a or a greedy technique and an algebra 4 (5%) tools/algorithms which techniques. We attribute this small algebraic techniques are not as vers (e.g., to support many different str constraints). Most of the research focusing on generating smaller cov then be used as a seed for other tech also found 7 (9%) tools which wer detailed technical documentation classify them according to this criter The advantage of greedy and m they can be applied to any size of sy there is no restriction on the numb number of values each parameter ca that they take more time to create hand, Algebraic Techniques ar lightweight but only on a subset o They cannot, as well, deal efficiently
2) Test based vs parameter base
Further tools/algorithms can be their generation strategy (test based observed that out of the 68 tools/alg details are known to us, 75% of t followed a test based generation stra 68) followed a parameter based ge the 40 tools/algorithms which gene greedy approach 30 followed a test followed a parameter based summarizes those results. meta-heuristic technique is ystem configurations, i.e. ber of parameters or the an take. The downside is a CA [8] . On the other re extremely fast and of system configurations. y with constraints [21] . ed e classified according to vs. parameter based). We gorithms, whose technical the tools (51 out of 68) ategy and 25% (17 out of eneration strategy. Out of erated test suites using a based generation and 10 generation. Figure 2. Figure 3 shows the number of tools metaheuristic technique for the generati arrays. The tool/algorithms which use techniques either belong to the category of to the category of hybrid (Figure 2. ). Thre techniques namely Particle Swarm, Geneti Simulated Annealing are more widely used details of tools/algorithms corresponding to can be found online in our technical report [5 Figure 3 . Number of tools/algorithms using differe algorithms for the generation of Covering
3) Meta-heuristic techniques

C. RQ3: Which selection criteria does each support?
We identified seven different selection c by the 75 tools/algorithms: base choic input/output, distance, uniform strength, v and random.
The base choice criterion requires the id base choice for each category, which is considered the most important of the choic Since identifying the base choice of a c implicitly done by assigning weights to choices and selecting the best (max or weighted choice as base choice, we cl tools/algorithms which support the assignm parameter values in the base choice criterion
We also made a difference between criterion and the uniform strength criterion. U typically means a strength t of at least two each choice corresponds to uniform strength (t=1). A tool supporting uniform strength would support uniform strength of one. In put the tools/algorithms which explicitly support for the each choice criterion (unifo in a separate each choice criterion categ research we also found a few tools that strength CAs without specifically mention uniform strength. However since the for latter, we classified those tools as variab include the variable strength category in strength category graphically (Figure 4) 
D. RQ4: What is the maximum cove each tool/algorithm, as reported
We studied maximum strength strength and variable strength published literature. For a tool supports uniform strength, the high for a specific test configuration available for more than one test con configuration, from variable streng which supports the highest stre covering array with maximum num The maximum strength values and configurations can be obtained in ou [50] .
The result of this research quest This is the result of 72 tools as th uniform strength (Figure 4 ). Out support a maximum strength of two strength of three, 11 (15%) support (4%) support the strength of 12 (Harmony Search Strategy [11] ) wh strength of 14.
For the selection of research question we followed the following obtained from two types of experimented in researcher's own research work in which a compari that specific tool. We have taken th two and included it in our analy tools/algorithms for which the res detailed information was not av claimed that their algorithm support used values reported by authors but list [50] . Further, ATD [59] Figure 5 . hree tools do not support of 72 tools 26 (36%) o, 14 (19.5%) support the the strength of six, three and we found one tool ich supports the coverage papers to answer this approach. The strength is sources; the strength work and/or any other son has been made with he higher strength of the ysis. There were certain sults were not shown or vailable but the authors ted a certain strength. We flagged the papers in our have experimental results but the authors claim to support t-wise cover we assumed the most common value of t=2. [33] , which supports u random inputs and all combinations as the the AETG Web Service only explicitly men to the first criterion of those three. On the b selection criteria (section III.D), we only co Web Service and only consider its supp strength.
E. RQ5: Which tools support constraints an represent and handle them?
Out of the total tools/algorithms in our r found 32 (44%) tools/algorithms which sup The two important aspects of constraint focusing on are representation and handling Figure 6 summarizes the results. T constraints require an input under the fo tuples (12, i.e., 37.5%), allowed tuples (2 i.e specification (13, i.e., 40%). For five documentation indicates support for constr provide further details so we can classify. Figure 7 summarizes the mechani constraints during CA construction. 59% (1 have a mechanism embedded in the C algorithm to handle constraints: 40% algorithm, 19% use a SAT solver. None o been found to use the mechanism of repla cases once the test suite has been generated. 
B. Combining RQ1, RQ2, RQ4
The objective of this combination is to technique supports which coverage streng shows the results of this combination. W Greedy techniques support a range of streng 2 to 12. The higher strengths in greedy supported by test based generation: GTWay and ITTDG [63] . The test configuration for used 12 parameters, with a maximum numbe for two parameters. It is important to menti of these algorithms, i.e., GVS and ITTDG selection criteria (variable strength, uniform based criteria), which clearly shows that g have outperformed other techniques on the of selection criteria and higher strength val strength in our survey was however su algorithm named Harmony Search Strategy a strength of 14. HSS uses a meta-heurist test based generation for generating cove HSS algorithm supports variable streng strength and the strength of 14 is obtai configuration of 14 parameters each havin possible values. We also observe from TAB techniques support a maximum st IPOD [35] , which is a hybrid of greedy parameter based technique, Similarly, the hybrid of meta techniques has also elevated the st heuristic techniques to 4 with an ex Selecting one technique over anoth other factors such as the size of the it takes to generate it. This is beyond work.
C. Combining RQ1, RQ2, RQ5
The objective of this combina technique supports constraints: F algorithms/tools (17 of 32) which Greedy Technique. These algorithm the constraint handling algorithm o handling the constraints. This is f algorithms which use Meta heu simulated annealing). A meager nu algebraic, adaptive random and hy constraints. It can be concluded fro greedy technique is more flexible t constraints as compared to other tech We believe that the list of to identified (see complete list in [50 one to date, and definitely more ext we surveyed. We cannot however missing a tool or algorithm. One th our work is that if a specific tool/al referred to or mentioned in a su website there are chances that w however believe the risk is sm publications by the main actors in th While assigning a suitable categ by the algorithm for generating a co encountered situations when the mentioned in detail or not mentione could not find the algorithms we h "information not available", and fo which lacked proper explanations possible guess for the type of algori not be entirely accurate. We howev BLE II that Algebraic trength of four whereas algebraic technique and supports a strength of 6. -heuristic with greedy trength support of metaxception of Tabu search. her should also consider CA generated or the time d the scope of the present ation is to know which Figure 8 . 53% of the support constraints use a ms/tools either implement or use a SAT solver for followed by 13% of the uristic techniques (e.g., umber of tools based on ybrid techniques support om this observation that a to the implementation of hniques.
sis of techniques and constraint VALIDITY ools/algorithms we have 0]) is the most extensive tensive than the literature ignore the possibility of hreat which we foresee in gorithm is not compared, urveyed work, thesis or we have missed it. We mall since we captured he field. gory to a technique used ombinatorial test suite, we e algorithms were not ed at all. For the tools we have categorized them as for some research papers s we made the nearest ithm. Data may therefore ver show there are a very few number of those occurrence and therefore the threat to our general observations and conclusions is small.
While looking for the maximum strength a tool supports we have considered works in which that tool/algorithm is proposed and the works in which that specific tool is used for comparison. Whichever strength is greater has been included in our analysis. We are aware of the fact that even while making an extensive search we might have missed some research work which would have given us a yet higher strength for a specific algorithm/tool. That can be a threat to the validity of our work. Also, tools/algorithms proposed after March 2014 have not been included. Last, we detailed our measurement framework and we believe our characterizations are robust enough to be reliable, thus leading to trustworthy results.
VIII. CONCLUSION
Functional testing from a plain English specification, for instance following the category partition method, requires that one identifies parameters, categories, choices and then combine those choices according to some selection criteria, while accounting for constraints on choices, to eventually generate test cases. Covering arrays have been used for a long time to generate such combinations. Covering arrays come in various forms and have various capabilities and it is difficult to identify which covering array generation technology is the most suitable to the problem of generating test cases for the category partition method. When faced with this problem we searched for a solution and did not find enough data to make an enlightened one. We therefore decided to perform a systematic survey of technologies supporting covering array generation using a precise and systematic selection protocol.
Our selection protocol resulted in 75 tools/algorithms which, as compared to other survey papers, is the largest in number, thereby making our contribution significantly different from other related research publications. In addition to that none of the surveys or SLRs list such an exhaustive list of tools/algorithms supporting constraints, as ours. We found 32 tools as compared to the nearest 9 [12] . It is also important to mention that none of the research work relates category partitioning to combinatorial testing as comprehensively as we did. This can be attributed to the fact that integration of the two fields is important in order to achieve automation.
We report in this paper on the procedure we followed in this systematic survey and on the procedure we followed to characterize the covering array technologies we have found. Our comparison framework allowed us to make a number of observations on the basis of 75 tools/algorithms we found.
We observe that different covering array construction technologies support different sets and numbers of selection criteria in different amounts: 43% of the greedy technique support up to three criteria; 46% of the meta-heuristic techniques support two criteria; 40% of the algorithms based on adaptive random techniques support up to three criteria. We believe these differences are not intrinsic to the construction technologies: for instance, there is no reason to believe that meta-heuristic techniques (or hybrid ones) could not support the complete list of criteria we have listed previously in the paper, or higher strength values (at the expense perhaps of longer execution times); we conjecture greedy algorithms have been so far popular due to their simplicity. Some technologies support very high strength values (up to 14) , and 70% of the tools do not support a strength greater than four. The cost-benefit of such values is, as far as we know, yet to be confirmed experimentally. We found that only 44% of the 75 tools support constraints, and that constraints are provided mostly either as forbidden tuples of formal specifications. Constraints are mostly handled by greedy construction techniques, though there is no reason to believe other techniques could not equally handle constraints.
We observe that although metaheuristic, adaptive random/adhoc and algebraic techniques form a smaller part of the tool supporting covering array construction, they are equally focused on advance features for creating covering arrays as greedy based technologies. On the other hand tools/algorithms based on Greedy techniques are plenty in number which can be credited to the fact that they are flexible to implement. They support large system configurations including constraints, selection criteria, mixed covering arrays and higher strengths, which is essentially a requirement for software testing.
The conclusion obtained from the observations and discussions in sections V and VI are the findings which an interested researcher or practitioner can use to automate the generation of combinations from the parameters and choices using a specific selection criteria in the context of category partitioning. Interested readers can rely on these actionable findings to select a tool/algorithms appropriate to their needs depending on factors like the selection criteria, the coverage strength, constraint support or mixed covering array support. Other actionable findings would heavily depend on the objective of the reader which we cannot foresee as of now, but the interested reader can look at the raw data in our online technical report [50] to derive actionable findings.
Going back to our problem on identifying CA construction technology to support the category-partition testing method, whereby one needs that technology to handle constraints, variable numbers of choices per category (i.e., values of parameters), and selection criteria including at least pair-wise, we can conclude the following: a greedy algorithm is likely the best choice to date as this kind of technology supports selection criteria, various strength and constraints; in case there are few or simple constraints, a user may be able to spell out forbidden tuples and use a greedy algorithm that accepts such input (e.g., [64] [65] [66] ); in case of complex or numerous constraints, manually constructing forbidden tuples may not be practical so a greedy algorithm that uses an adhoc algorithm for constraints (e.g., [48, 57] ) or that incorporates a SAT solver (e.g., [34, 67, 68] ) may be the ideal choice.
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